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By M. J . Krasnican and R. J . Wisniewski 
SUMMARY 
A highly polished, 9- inch- diameter hemisphere- cylinder has been 
flown t o ob t a in boundar y- layer t rans ition and heat- transfer data. The 
free - flight test model was launched 300 downward from an aircraft at an 
altitude of 25 , 400 fee t and reached a maximum Mach number of 5 . 59 at an 
altitude of 13,450 feet . The maximum free - stream Reynolds number based 
on body diameter was 19 . 9xl06 . 
Turbulent flow was observed at all s t ations aft of the 11 .50 hemi -
sphere station . The transition Reynolds number based on momentum thick-
ness was found t o be less than 144 at a free-s tream Mach number of 2.07 
and less than 192 at a free - stream Mach number of 5 . 48 . A peak heating 
rate of 489 Btu/(sq ft)(se c ) was determined at the 22 . 750 hemisphere 
station . 
Experimental Stant on numbers at the stagnation point were in good 
agreement with theory . At the 11 .50 and 22. 750 hemisphere stations, 
experimental Stanton numbers were in accord with turbulent theory. Stan-
t on numbers at the 340 , 570 , 690 , and 810 hemispher e stations generally 
fell below turbulent theory . On the cylinder, turbulent theory and ex-
perimental Stant on number were in close agr eement . 
INTRODUCTION 
Aerodynamic heating on a hypersonic vehicle during atmospheric re-
entry presents a number of difficulties to the designer. In order to 
estimate the amount of heating a vehicle will have t o sustain, a know-
ledge of the expected trans ition position is required. For example, 
transition occurring in the subsonic region of a blunt body could in-
crease the heating rates in this region to three or four times the 
L s t agnation-point heating rate. 
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Flight and wind tunnel t ransition data (refs . 1 t o 6) on slender 
bodies have shown that large delays of t ransition are possible with mod-
erate cooling . However, for hypersonic atmospheric r eentry slender 
bodies offer low heat capacity at the t ip and limited space for the in-
s t allation of internal cooling devices . Thus , high- drag bodies which 
possess larger heat capacity and gr eater space for internal cooling de-
vices have become of interest . In addition , under the same reentry con-
ditions, high- drag bodies will sustain less t otal heating than slender , 
low- drag vehicles when their boundary- layer states are the same , laminar 
or turbulent (ref . 7). 
Recent investigations on hemisphere- cylinders and other blunt bodies 
(refs . 8 t o 13) have indicated that the large delays in transition ob -
served on slender bodies may not be possible on blunt bodies . At pres-
ent no clear understanding of this phenomenon is available . 
Thi s fl~ght inves tigation presents transition data on a hemisphere-
cylinder at high Reynolds numbers and hypersonic Mach numbers . In the 
deter mination of transition, heat - transfer data have also been obtained 
which offer a comparison with available theory . 
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SYMBOLS 
axial acceleration , g ls 
semihemispherical arc length, f t 
s pecific heat of a i r at constant pressure 
specifi c hea t of skin 
body diameter , ft 
thickness of skin, ft 
thrust , lb 
acceleration due t o graVity, ft/sec 2 
convective heat - t rans f er coefficient , Btu/ ( sq ft)(sec)(OF) 
roughnes s height , microin . 
Mach number 
cpll 
Prandtl number, 
x 
----------
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p static pressure, Ib/sq ft 
q heat-transfer rate, Btu/{sq ft){sec) 
Re 
Re 
St 
T 
t 
v 
x 
z 
a. 
Reynolds number Fa PIIJ.I vIr~ dx 
number, 2 2 
IJ.IrO 
integrated Reynolds 
Reynolds number based on body diameter and free-stream 
PIVID 
conditions, -----
fJ.l 
Reynolds number based on local flow conditions and total length p,V,x 
of run, --~_~_ 
III 
Reynolds number based on local flow conditions and momentum 
Pl Vl 8 thickness, ___ _ 
1J.2 
radius from axis of revolution to body surface, ft 
h Stanton number, V 
cp,lPl I 
total temperature, OR 
static temperature, OR 
velocity, ft/sec 
distance along surface, measured from stagnation point in 
meridional plane, ft 
altitude, ft 
angle on a sphere between stagnation point and a given stati on, 
deg 
circumferential angle (or generator) with respect to reference 
shown in fig. 2, deg 
~ recovery factor 
e 
x 
momentum thickness, micrOin.~5 
thermal conductivity 
IJ. absolute viscosity, (lb-sec)/sq ft 
P density, {lb-sec2)/ft4 
time, sec 
-- I--dy pV ( V) 
PI VI VI 
3 
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Subscripts : 
aw adiabatic wall 
G material 
2 l ocal condition just outside boundary layer 
tr condition at transition 
t2 stagnation condition behind normal shock 
w body surface condition 
1 f ree-s tream conditions ahead of sho ck 
2 conditions behind normal shock 
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 
Test Vehicle 
The test vehicle consisted of a highly polished hemi spher e - cylinder 
with a rocket- mot or af t erbody. The maximum body diameter was 9 . 00 inches . 
Per tinent physical dimensions of the air-launched ro cket configuration 
are shown in figure 1, while t able I lists additional data on the te st 
body. The lo cation of thermocouples and pressure t aps is presented in 
figure 2 . In order t o connect the polished nose shell t o the rocket -
motor afterbody, a cylindrical coupling was utilized . This intermediate 
section also served t o house flush slot antenna plates made of Inconel 
and t o support the telemeter ass embly within the nose section (fig. 3 ). 
Commercially pure nickel was used t o fabr icate the polished forebody 
skin which was 0 . 062 inch (nominal ) thick . The actual skin thickness 
fo r each thermocouple station and the wetted surface distance t o each 
station (from s t agnation point ) are shown in table II . (Thickness meas -
urements are estimated t o be within ±O. 0005 in .) An i ndustrial diamond 
paste was used t o secure a surface finish of 3 t o 5 mi croinches in the 
vicinity of the s t agnation region and 5 microinches aft of the stag-
nation region (on the polished hemisphere- cylinder f orebody). It is 
estimated that scratches of the order of 15 microinches existed aft of 
the stagnat i on region. These values of roughness were measured by an 
interferometer on a sample of nickel polished in a manner s imilar t o that 
used on t he poli shed nose section . 
.. 
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Si nce no ins trumentation was aft of 18 . 47 inches (axial distance), 
no effor t was made t o improve the surface finish of the coupling cover 
plates and the rocket- mot or body . Figure 4 illustrates the completed 
test vehicl e . At the missile rear , a cr uciform fin assembly (consisting 
of a cylindrical collar and four fins) was connected to the rocket motor 
to provide aerodynamic stability . The fins were fabricated from mild 
steel (3 /16- in . sheet ) and had a t otal span of 28 . 68 inches and a root 
chord of 13 . 50 inches . The leading edges of the fins were tapered and 
rounded t o a 1/32- inch radius . Table III gives the general specifica-
tions and r ated performance of the T- 64 rocket at sea level as obtained 
from r efer ence 14 . 
Methods of Measurement 
A r adio telemeter transmitter was used to send data to ground 
r eceiving s tations . This telemeter ass embly was housed in the volume 
enclosed by the polished hemisphere - cylinder. 
Temperatur e measurements at 12 stations were telemetered on two 
channel s , ea ch of which was switched (electrical commutation) to record 
six temperatur e stations at intervals of about 0 . 15 second. A built-in 
calibrat ion system permitted a cyclic temperature calibration (0, 1/2) 
and f ull s cale ) t o be r ecorded about every 0.30 second. All the thermo-
couples wer e 28- gauge Chromel- Alumel wire and were located in the same 
meridian except stations C and E (fig . 2) . Each wire was coated with a 
high- temperature paint which was furnace - fired to yield a ceramic 
coating of sever al thousandths of an inch . The two inside skin thermo-
couples (stations C and G) fig . 2 ) were spotwelded to the inside skin 
surface . All other thermocouples were installed as follows: the 
hemisphere- cylinder was drilled with two small) adjacent holes at a 
given station t o permit the ther mocouple wires to protrude just outside 
the exter i or surface where the thermocouple junction was made. A 
heliarc - type weld fused the junction to the exterior surface which 
f ormed a weld approximately 0 . 25 inch in diameter. This weld was ground 
flush with the outer- skin surface and polished . Upon examination of a 
cross section of a sample weld made in the above manner, the depth of 
weld penetration was about 0 . 015 inch . For purposes of analysis, the 
assumption was made that all outside thermocouples were located within 
0 . 015 inch of the exterior surface . It was estimated that the minimum 
and maximum depths of weld penetration were 0 . 005 and 0 . 020 inch) 
respectively . The maximum probable error in measuring skin temperatures 
was estimated t o be within ±2 percent of the full - scale range of 
instr uments . 
I n addition , continuous measur ements were recorded from two axial 
accelerometers and f our pr essur e taps . These orifices were located 
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11 .250 , 45 0 , and 69° from the stagnation point and at cylinder station P 
(fig . 2), 2 . 14 diameters behind the hemisphere - cylinder junction . The 
type and ranges of the instrumentation are as follows : 
Quantity Range Station 
(fig . 2) 
Axial acceleration , g ' s 1 to - 90 -
Axial acceleration , g ' s 0 to 135 -
Skin temperature (thermocouple ), oR 400 t o 1800 D,E,F,G,H,I 
Skin temperature (thermocouple), oR 400 to 1200 A,B,C,J,K,L 
Cylinder static pressure, 1 to 15 P 
lb/sq in . abs 
69 0 Nose static pressure, 4 to 125 Q 
lb/sq in . abs 
450 Nose static pressure, 4 to 250 N 
lb/sq in . abs 
11. 250 Nose static pressure , 4 t o 425 M 
lb / sq in . abs 
The diameter of the pressure orifices was 0 . 067 inch . At the cylinder 
pressure station P a bellows- type pressure capsule was employed while 
the pressure taps on the hemisphere were connected to bourdon- type 
transducers . 
Prior to flight, a soft- paper, hemispherical mask was placed over 
the polished hemisphere to prevent possible erosion of the nose surface 
before missile drop . The top of the paper mask was connected to the 
plane by a lightweight string which was interlaced in the mask t o ensure 
complete separation from the missile nose as soon as the missile drop 
occurred (fig . 5 ) . 
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The test vehicle was carried aloft by the F2H- 2B aircraft shown in 
figure 5 . The model was launched over Wallops Island, Virginia 300 down-
ward at an altitude of 25,400 fee t. A time- delay box containing delay 
squibs permitted an ignition delay of 14 . 76 seconds from launch, after 
which ignition took place at an altitude of 17 ,720 feet . Tracking of 1 
the missile was accomplished from launch to about 1 second after ignition 
by means of ground radar and phototheodolite equipment . Following this , 
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time, missile velocity exceeded the tracking speed of the aforesaid 
ground apparatus. 
Variation of ambient pressure and temperature with altitude was 
determined from a Rawinsonde survey made immediately following the 
flight. 
Calculation Procedure 
7 
Free-stream velocity was based on a faired curve derived from radar 
measurements at the first part of the flight (up to 14.32 sec) and from 
an integration of the total acceleration for the latter part of the 
flight. 
Local heat-transfer coefficients were found from the equation 
dtw ( ) PGc d - = h taw - tw p,s S d't" (1) 
Equation (1) implies that the losses due to conduct i on and radiation are 
small. The maximum error due to conduction through the skin is 7 percent 
of the convective heat input, while the maximum loss due to conduction 
along the skin is less than 1 percent of convective heat input. Radi-
ation losses are negligible, which makes the maximum total error due to 
conduction 8 percent of the convective heat input. The adiabatic wall 
temperature was calculated from the equation 
taw = tl + ~(Tt2 - t l ) (2) 
The recovery factor was calculated by using Pr l / 3 (turbulent flow) 
evaluated at the local temperature. A recovery factor of 1 is used for 
stagnation-point calculations. 
The local pressure on the hemisphere was found by using the 
Newtonian pressure distribution. The local static pressure on the cyl-
inder was assumed t o be equal to the free-stream static pressure, and the 
total pressure was the same as that behind the bow shock. All other 
local external conditions were found by assuming the total pressure be-
hind the normal shock and applying the conservation of energy and the 
equation of state. The properties of air were evaluated from references 
15 and 16. 
Although the thermocouple installations were estimated to be from 
0.005 to 0.020 inch below the surface, the error in assuming the measured 
temperatures to exist on the wall is negligible. The raw temperature 
data were faired, and slopes of temperature against time were found by 
using the five-point numerical differentiation given in reference 17. 
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The specific heat curve of nickel was obtained from figure 7 (p. 16 ) 
of reference 18 . A discontinuity in this curve exists in the temperature 
range encountered in the latter portion of the flight . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Data were obtained for the test vehicle for 16 .34 seconds of the 
flight . The telemeter signal terminated at the end of this period. 
Time histories of the axial acceleration (exclusjve of gravity) and the 
free-s t ream velocity are presented in figure 6 . At 14 . 76 seconds 
(rocket ignition), the velocity was 914 fee t per second . Peak velocity 
was attained at 16 . 34 seconds and had a value of 6020 feet per second. 
A maximum acceleration of 110 . 6 g ls was recorded at 15.68 seconds. The 
optical t racking facilities of the radar unit failed to maintain contact 
with the test vehicle after 14 . 82 seconds, and no ground- t racking data 
were obtained thereafter . 
A comparison of the T- 64 rocket thrust at sea level (II- in . nozzle) 
with calculated thrus t during flight (9-in . nozzle) is shown in figure 7 . 
Computed thrust was based on measured rocket acceleration, assumed fuel 
consumption (function of measured rocket acceleration), and calculated 
drag . The thrust curve indicates that the rocket was near the end of 
its thrust schedule at 16 . 34 seconds . 
Free- Stream Conditions 
The time histories of the following fr ee-stream conditions are pre-
sented in figure 8 : (a) altitude, (b) static pressure, ( c ) static tem-
perature, (d) t otal temperature, (e) Reynolds number per foot, (f) Mach 
number, and (g ) Reynolds number (based on body diameter ) . The maximum 
t otal temperature of 31600 R (fig . 8 (d)) occurred at 16 . 34 seconds . 
The free - stream Reynolds number per foot (fig . 8(e )) was a maximum 
of 26 . 5xl06 at 16 .34 seconds and gave a maximum free - stream Reynolds num-
ber of 270 . 5XI06 based on a model length of 10 . 22 feet . Based on body 
diameter, the maximum free - stream Reynolds number (fig . 8 (g)) was 
19 . 9xl06 . The free - stream Mach number (fig . 8 (f)) reached a maximum of 
5 . 59 at an altitude of 13,450 feet . 
Pressure Measurements 
Ft gure 9 illustrates the longitudinal pressure coefficient di stri -
bution at a peak Mach number of . 59 at the 11 . 250 , 450 , and cylinder 
... 
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pressure t aps . Comparison is also made with Newtonian theory 
(3 ) 
and comparable experimental results (refs . 19 and 20). 
No data are presented for the 690 pressure tap since the telemeter 
record revealed that this transducer was apparently sticking until the 
model reached the peak Mach number range . The ratio of local to free-
stream static pressure plotted agains t free- stream Mach number is pre-
sented in f igure 10 for the 11 . 250 and 450 stations during the high Mach 
number portion of the fl ight . In addition, comparison is made with the 
cos 2 ex, law . 
The peak free-stream Mach number calculated from the pressure ratio 
at the 11 . 250 station agrees within 1 percent with the free-stream Mach 
number determined by radar and accelerometer integration . When the local 
pressure at the 450 station is compared with the t otal pressure (at 16 .34 
sec), the l ocal Mach number at this station is very close to Mach 1, 
which indicates that the sonic point on the body was near the 450 station . 
Temperatur e Measur ements 
Faired time histories of the temperature data are pr esented in 
figure 11 t ogether with experimental points . All temperatures presented 
in this figure are the measur ed outside wall te~peratures with the ex-
ception of stations 11 . 50 and 46 . 50 , where inside wall temperatures are 
presented . Figure ll (a) presents both the inside and outside wall tem-
perature for the same surface distance (11 . 50 ), but at slightly different 
generat or positions (6~ ~ 320 corresponding t o a surface distance of 1/2 
in .) . The measured inside temperatur e of the 11.50 station indicates a 
large drop through the skin ear ly in time . Calculations of inside tem-
perature based on measured outside temperature and using the method of 
reference 21 are also presented . The theoretical calculation agrees 
quite closely at times after 15 . 9 seconds but does not predict the large 
measured drop through the skin whi ch occurred early in the flight. Some 
limited past experience and the above calculations indicate that the 
method of ins tallation of the inner thermocouple may be inadequate . 
The maximum temperatur e and the maximum temperature rise with time 
on the 1800 generat or ( ~ = 1800 ) occurred at the 22 . 750 station (fig. 
ll (c)) . A maximum temperature of 12270 R and a maximum temperature rise 
of 13470 R per second were measur ed at the termination of the flight . 
Temperatur es at the 340 station were lower than those at the 22.750 
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station . The maximum temperat ure r ecorded during the flight occurred a t 
the 450 s t ation on the 00 generator (fig. ll(d)) . However , scatter of 
the data prevented an a ccurate faired temperature hi s t ory for this 
station . 
Heat - Transfer Measurement 
The experimental heat - transfer data are presented in figure 12 in 
the form of Stant on numbers based on free-s t ream conditions . Also shown 
are the laminar stagnat ion point, t urbulent sphere, and turbulent flat 
plate theory of Van Dries t (ref . 22). After 15 . 6 seconds, good agree-
ment with laminar theory has been obt ained at the stagnation point of 
the hemi sphere . Measurements made on the hemisphere at the 11 . 50 
(x/b = 0 . 127 ) and 22 . 750 (x/b = 0 . 253 ) stations agree closely with t ur-
bulent theory . Measurements at the 570 (x/b = 0 . 635 ), 690 (x/b = 0 . 767), 
and 810 (x/b = 0 . 902 ) stations fall below theory . However) some dis -
agreement might be expected as the blunt body t urbulent theory of Van 
Driest does not t ake into ac count the effect s of compressibility . 
The data of the 340 (x /b = 0.379) station show poor agr eement with 
theory and in many cases are of the same order of magnitude as those of 
the 570 station . The apparent disagreement of the 340 station data with 
theory and the fair agreement of the other hemispher e stations raise 
some question as t o the validity of the 340 s t ation data . One poss ible 
explanation for the low measured heating rates of the 340 s tation is 
that the thermocouple leads short - circui t ed t o the inner surface of t he 
s hell . In this case ) the thermocouple would read less than the outer-
surface temperat ure, and a lower- than- actual heating rate would be 
indicated . 
The data ob t ained at 1 . 47 (x/b = 1.209 ) and 22 . 22 (x /b = 2. 730 ) 
inches from the hemisphere- cylinder junction show good agreement with 
the turbulent flat plate theory (ref . 22) when the free-strewn s tatic 
pressure is assumed t o exist on the cylinder. 
The exper imental heat ing rat es used t o calculate St anton numbers on 
the hemisphere and cylinder are presented in figure 13 for vari ous times. 
The maxiruum heating rate occurs a t the 22 . 750 s t ation and has a value of 
489 Btu/(sq ft)(sec) a t 16 . 2 seconds and Mach number of 5 . 19. At 15 . 8 
seconds the heating rate of the 22.750 s t ation is 3 . 6 time s the s tagna-
tion heating rat e . 
Transition and Transition Parameters 
For the 1800 generator) the heat - transfer coefficients have been 
shown t o have a minimum value at the stagnation point and t o increase in 
• 
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a dir ection away f rom the s tagnation point (fig . 12) ; these coefficients 
are in r easonable agr eement with tur bul ent theory . Laminar theory, on 
the other hand , predicts a maximum heat - transfer rate at the stagnation 
point , with decreasing values away from the stagnation point . Conse-
quentl y , if the flow wer e laminar, a decrease in surface temperature (at 
a given time ) would be expected away f rom the stagnation point . But the 
sur face temper ature at the 11 . 50 station is always higher than the 
stagnation- point temperature (fig . 14 ) . Therefore, it must be concluded 
that t r ansition on the l800 generator occurred ahead of the ll.So station . 
A compar ison of the temper ature r ise of the 11.50 station (1800 
gener ator) and the 450 station (00 generator) with the stagnation-point 
temperatur e rise indicates that transition did not occur simultaneously 
on both s ides of the hemispher e . No laminar flow is observed at the 
11 . 50 station after approximately 15 . 1 seconds, while laminar flow at 
the 450 station appears t o exi st t o approximately 15 . 5 seconds. 
The lack of instrumentation between the stagnation point and the 
11 . 50 station makes it impossible t o determine exactly the Reynolds num-
ber of t ransition on the 1800 gener ator. The upper limits of the tran-
sition Reynolds number and several par ameters considered in reference 9 
as a means of correlating t r ans ition on blunt bodies ar e presented in 
table I V. Figure 15 is a plot of the integrated Reynolds number Re 
f or var i ous hemisphere l ocations as a function of time . Figure 16 pre-
sents the l ocal Reynolds number and the wall- t o- local temperature ratio 
(indication of the amount of boundary- layer cooling) f or two conditions 
at which heat- transfer data have been presented. 
The method of Cohen and Reshotko (ref. 23 ) was used to calculate 
the momentum thickness in the region of the stagnation point. The 
Reynolds number based on momentum thickness has been calculated using 
the method suggested in r efer ence 9 . 
The Reynolds number of transition based on momentum thickness on 
the 1800 generator was less than 144 at a Mach number of 2 . 07 and less 
than 192 at a Mach number of 5 . 48 . As the Mach number increased from 
2 . 07 t o 5 . 48 , Ree at the sonic point increased from 565 to 724 . However, 
transition at the 450 station of the 00 generator did not occur until 
Ree at the sonic point was approximately 640 . 
According t o the stability theory of Dunn and Lin (ref . 24), cooling 
can s t abilize a supersonic boundary layer to large Reynolds numbers but 
has little effect on a subsonic boundary layer . This predicted delay of 
super sonic t r ansition has been f ound on slender bodies with moderate 
cooling (refs . 1 t o 6) as mentioned previously . We may hypothesize a 
similar transition behavior on a blunt body if the local Reynolds number 
at the sonic point does not exceed some cr itical value . If the local 
Reynolds number at the sonic point is small or below this critical value , 
j 
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transition would occur in the region of supersonic external flow and) 
therefore ) would be strongly influenced by cooling . However) when the 
local Reynolds number at the sonic point becomes large and exceeds a 
cri tical value ) transition will occur in the region of subsonic external 
f low and would be little influenced by cooling . A rapid forward move-
ment of transition from the supersonic region t o the subsonic region 
would therefore be expected when the Reynolds number at the sonic point 
exceeds a certain critical value . Such rapid movements of transition 
have been observed in references 7 and 8 at sonic - point Reynolds numbers 
f rom 500 t o 700 . 
Although cooling has little effect on stabilizing a subsonic bound-
ary layer ) it tends t o thin the boundary layer . This effect) combined 
with the greater sensitivity of subsonic boundary layer to roughness) 
indicates that the critical soni c- point Reynolds number may be in-
fluenced quite strongly by surface roughness . In the present test the 
early transition observed on the 1800 generator may be due to surface 
irregularities other than the 5- microinch surface roughness . Such sur-
face irregularities may have been absent along the 00 generator) which 
would account f or the later t r ansition obtained along this generator . 
Another proposed explanation for early t ransition is the destabi -
lizing effect which centrifugal f orce and accelerated motion might have 
on a l aminar boundary layer on a highly cooled curved surface . However) 
a r ecent paper by Lees (ref . 25 ) concludes that when the angular momentum 
is taken into account the criterion f or dynamic stability is always sat-
isfied f or a highly cooled convex surface. It must also be pointed out 
that instability due t o centrifugal forces cannot explain an unsymmetri -
cal t ransition front as the centrifugal forces are the same on both 
sides of the hemisphere . 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
A highly polished) 9- inch- diameter hemisphere- cylinder was flown to 
obtain boundary- layer transition data and heat- transfer coefficients . 
The f ollowing results were obtained : 
1 . A maximum free - stream Mach number of 5 . 59 was attained at an 
altitude of 13) 450 feet following a 300 downward launching from an F2H- 2B 
airplane . The maximum free - stream Reynolds number based on body diameter 
was 19 . 9xl06 . 
2 . Early transition from laminar to turbulent flow was noted and 
occurred at or before the 11 . 50 hemi sphere station on the 1800 generator . 
Transition Reynolds number based on momentum thickness was less than 144 
at a free - stream Mach number of 2 . 07 and less than 192 at a Mach number 
C\J 
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of 5 . 48 . A later asymmetric transition was observed on the 00 generator 
which may indicate that transition on the 1800 generator was due to sur-
face irregularities other than the nominal 5-mi croinch surface. 
3 . A peak heating rate of 489 Btu/(sq ft)(sec) was measured at the 
22 . 750 station at a free - stream Mach number of 5.19. The maximum skin 
temperature ,-laS 12270 R and occurred at the 22 . 750 station at the time 
of flight termination (free-stream Mach number of 5 . 59 and free-stream 
Reynolds number per foot of 26 . 5XI06) . 
4 . Good agreement was obtained between theoretical and experimental 
free - stream Stanton numbers at the stagnation point on the hemisphere . 
At the 11 . 50 and 22 . 750 hemisphere stations} experimental free-stream 
Stanton numbers were in good accord with turbulent theory . Experimental 
free-stream Stanton numbers at the 340 } 570} 69°} and 810 stations gen-
erally fell somewhat below turbulent theory. On the cylinder} turbulent 
theory and experimental free - stream Stanton numbers were in good 
agreement . 
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laborat ory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Cleveland} Ohio} June 14} 1957 
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TABLE I. - PHYSICAL DATA OF SINGLE- STAGE TEST BODY 
Gross weight at launching ) lb 409 .0 
Nozzle and motor) lb 82.4 
Propellant) lb 262 .5 
Liner) lb 2.6 
Nose skin) l b 12 .0 
Telemeter package including antenna) lb 19.5 
Fin section) lb 30.0 
Center of gravity at launching)a in. 67 .0 
Body diameter) in . 9.0 
Hemisphere-cylinder skin material Nickel 
Surface finish of instrumented hemisphere- N 3 to 5 
cylinder) microin. rms 
aFrom nose tip. 
I 
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TABLE II. - THERMOCOUPLE AND PRESSURE TAP DATA 
(a) Thermocouple 
station Angle on a sphere Surface distance Ratio of surface Skin 
(see between stagnation from stagnation distance from thickness at 
fig. 2) point and a given point} stagnation thermocouple 
station} x, point t o semi- station} 
0-, ft hemispherical in. 
deg arc length, 
x/ b or 4x/'J(D 
A 0 0 0 0.0597 
B 11.5 Outside .075 .127 .0510 
, 
tz 
r' 
C U.5 Inside ----- ----- .0512 
D 22.75 .149 .253 .0540 
E 34.0 .223 .379 .0591 
F 45.0 .295 .501 .0602 
G 46.5 Inside .305 .518 .0594 
H 57.0 .374 .635 .0662 
I 69.0 .452 .767 .0720 
J 81.0 . 531 .902 .0679 
aK 
---- .712 1.209 .0519 
aL 
---- 1. 609 2.730 .0560 
(b) Pressure tap 
Station Angle on a sphere Surface distance Ratio of surface Pressure 
between stagnation from stagnation distance from orifice 
point and a given point, stagnation diameter, 
station, x, point to semi - in. 
0-, ft hemispherical 
deg arc length, 
x/b or 4x/1f.D 
M 11.25 0.074 0.125 0.067 
bN 45 .0 .295 .501 .067 Q 69. 0 . 452 .767 .067 
p 
----- 1.607 2 . 730 .067 
aStat i on on cylinder. 
bData not used since transducer apparently stuck . 
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TABLE III. - SPECIFICATIONS AND RATED PERFORMANCE OF 
T-64 ROC.KEI' ENGINE AT SEA LEVEL 
[Data f'rom ref. 15. ] 
Specifications 
Outside diameter) in. 9.0 
Total ~ength) in. 100 .57 
Total weight (unburned)) Ib 356.0 
Total weight (burned) ) lb 81.0 
Performa:nc'e 
Temperature of rocket propella.nt ) O:F 70.0 
Average thrust) lb 33)900.0 
Total impulse) lb-sec 51)600.0 
Specific impulse) lb-sec/lb 218.0 
Burning time J sec 1.52. 
'-----
CR-3 back 4522 
, 
TABLE rI. - TRANSITION PARAMETERS 
'" 
.. (~)stagnation Ml Re1 D Retr Re Retr , l Rel Ree,tr Ree J at at at 
sonic point sonic point sonic point region (a) (a) 
2.07 6.6Xl06 <0.048Xl06 0.72Xl06 <0.2OX106 2.22Xl06 <144 565 0.0084 
2 . 70 8.7 < . 058 .88 <.20 2.67 <160 620 .0088 
3.36 11.0 <.067 .99 <.21 3.01 <172 661 .0088 
4.01 13.4 <.074 1.06 <.25 3.30 <181 687 .0088 
4.90 17.0 <.081 1.15 <.26 3.69 <189 712 .0090 
5.48 19.5 <.084 1.20 <.26 3.89 <192 724 .0091 
-~ -~ ------
~eynolds numbers based on momentum thickness calculated using method of ref. 8 agree well with the 
more exact method of ref. 19. 
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Figure 12 . - Free-stream Stanton number at various times . 
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Figure 12. - Concluded . Free- s t r eam Stanton number at var i ous times. 
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Figure 13 . - Heating rate distributions on hemisphere - cylinder . 
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